This paper studies the three-state series-parallel (S-P) devices network reliability redundancy allocation problem (RAP) whose different components is paralleled, and the objective function is maximized with cost and weight constraints. A new model is built. A new algorithm is constructed by using an objective function, that is, the discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm with compression coefficient to solve the RAP problem. The algorithm is tested by two instances of the problem with MATLAB programming. As shown by the results, under the usually initial solution conditions, the particle swarm optimization algorithm can converge in each run and solve the system; at the same time, the algorithm is compared with the traditional simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm. The particle swarm optimization algorithm features advantages of easy programming and efficient convergence to the system optimal solution.
1.Introduction
The two-state network system reliability redundancy allocation problem (RAP) in engineering as proposed is the nonlinear integer programming problem. Extensive researches have been carried out in literature and many specific optimization models have abstracted and put forward a number of methods to find the optimal solution, such as dynamic programming, branch and bound method, linear programming method, lagrange multiplier method, heuristic method, genetic algorithm ant colony algorithm [1] [2] [3] . For the three-state devices network reliability optimization problem, as the system components and system have two failure modes, the three-state system reliability showed different regularity in comparison with the two-state and the general optimization problem is NP-Hard, has attracted more and more researchers [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The genetic algorithm, the ant colony algorithm and the particle swarm optimization algorithm as well as other intelligent optimization algorithms have get better results in solving specific reliability optimization problem, and the intelligent optimization algorithm shows great potential in dealing with reliability optimization problems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . But there are a lot of difficulties for the intelligent algorithm in solving the reliability optimization problem,, for example, the choice of parameters have no specific regularity or initial solution selection difficult. As the solutions search path is too complex and some algorithm execution time is too long, easy to fall into local optimal solution, etc. [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this paper, a three-state devices network reliability redundancy allocation problem (RAP) model is constructed, a new discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm with contraction coefficient is designed, and the simulation is carried out for problem instances.
Models and Solution Structure
The following discussion assumes that (1) components and systems have three states, namely, the normal working mode, the open failure and shorted failure mode (2) the the cost, the weight of components, the shorted failure and the open failure mode probability of components are known, and the open failure and shorted failure probability of components is statistically independent (3) the cost and weight of the system is a linear function of the cost and weight of the component (4) the component cannot be repaired. The mathematical model of reliability redundancy allocation problem in the three-state devices S-P network is as follows:
Where, R s , Q s and S s refer to the system reliability, the open failure mode and the shorted failure mode probability respectively; C (i), W (i), Q (i), S (i) respectively refer to cost, weight, open failure and shorted failure probability of the subsystem; C 0 and W 0 refer to the cost and weight constraints of the system respectively; x ij refers to the number of parallel type j components in subsystem i (nonnegative integer); q ij and s ij refer to open failure and shorted failure probability of type j components in subsystem i. The optimal problem is to determine the number of different types of components in the subsystem to meet system constraints (2. 2) under the premise, and the system reliability (2.1) is maximum.
To facilitate the use of particle swarm optimization algorithm, set the particle (solution)
, that is, the system solution X is sequentially composted by each subsystem solutions array. Formula (2.2) shows that the feasible solution field has a very complex structure.
Algorithm
In the discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm with contraction coefficient, we use the following objective function:
Where M is a sufficiently large positive integer numbe. The algorithm updates the velocity and the particle position according to Formulas (3.2) -(3.3) [13] :
is the integral function in Formula (3.2). MATLAB has function floor (x), fix (x), round (x), ceil (x) available. To solve the three-state S-P devices network RAP problem with cost and weight constraints and maximize the objective function, the particle swarm optimization algorithm is described as follows and the algorithm is a generalization of the corresponding Z.C.Wang's algorithm [13] . Algorithm
Step 0 Determine the population size N, the maximum number of iterations t max , inertia weight ω, velocity constant c 1 , c 2 and other parameters. Given the system shorted mode failure probability and open failure mode probability vector, the system cost constraints and weight constraint vector. Generate two groups of particle X i and X ' i , respectively, the location of particles and the particle's best historical location, the initial speed v i (i=1,2,... , N), a global particle P (optimal position); using formula (2.1) to calculate corresponding reliability for each particle, determine whether they meet the cost and weight constraints, if not satisfied, it generates a new particle, until meet the constraints; according to the formula (3. 1) to calculate the value of objective function.
Step1 If the value of the objective function of X i is greater than the objective function value of X ' i , replace X i with X' i ; if objective function value of X' i is greater than objective function value of P, use X ' i instead of P.
Step2 Update speed and particle position according to formula (3.2) -(3.3).
Step3 According to Formula (2.1) to calculate the reliability of each particle, determine whether to meet the cost and weight constraints, otherwise in accordance with Formula (3.2) -(3.3) make adjustment until the constraint conditions is reached.
Step4 Calculate the objective function value of each particle.
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Step5 Determine the number of iterations t whether it reaches the maximum number of iterations t max; if yes, output the optimal solution, otherwise let t=t+1, turn to Step1.
Step6 End. The convergence of the algorithm is discussed and proved by J.C.Zeng [14] .
Simulations

Example 1
Assuming that the system consists of 3 subsystems in series, each subsystem is composed of 5 different types of components which are connected in parallel. The short failure probability s and the open failure probability q , component cost c (Yuan) and component weight w (kg) are given in Table 1 . Table1: System Component Parameters Let M=100 in Formula (3.1). With MATLAB2008a programming, the simulation on the computer (basic configuration is CPUTB960@2.2Ghz, 2.2Ghz, memory 4G, Windows 7 operating system). To take n=3, N=20, t max =100, n max =5, C 0 =30, W 0 =53; acceleration constant Random run 50 times, the optimal solution given by the algorithm is (0,1,0,2,0|1,0,1,0,0| 0,0,0,0,5), the maximum reliability of the system R=0.9872, the corresponding cost of C=30 Yuan and weight W=49kg. The 50 runs give the maximum reliability as 0.9872, the minimum reliability as 0.9735, the average reliability of the system as 0.9833 and the total system operation time as 107.54699 seconds. See Fig. 1 for the reliability -iteration relation curve of the algorithm.
Table1 System Component Parameters
Example 2
As the system consists of 15 subsystems, each subsystems is composed of the same components, the short failure and open failure mode probability, cost c (Yuan) and weight w (kg) of each subsystem components,. See Table 2 .Let M=100 in Formula (3.1). R s is given in Formula (4.1), where s i and q i refer to the shorted failure mode probability and the open failure mode probability respectively; x i refers to the components numbers of subsystem .
If the total cost of the system C 0 <=400 Yuan, the total weight of W 0 <=414kg, n max <=6.
The parameters of the algorithm are as follows: N=20, t max =300, the inertia weight ω linear is reduced from 0.9 to 0.4, the speed constant is c 1 =c 2 =1.4963, and the initial solution is X0=[2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2] . The optimal solution is X= [3,4,6,4,3,2,4,5,4,2,3,4,5,4,5] . The maximum system reliability of corresponding is 0.9630, the system costs RMB392 and the system weight is 414kg. See Fig. 2 for the reliability-iterative curve generated by the algorithm.
Upon random operation for 50 runs of the algorithm, the results show the maximum reliability is 0.9630, the minimum reliability is 0.9282, the average reliability is 0.9576 and the total time is 238.6807 seconds. PoS(CENet2017)019
Convergence discussions
In order to compare the effectiveness of the algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm, genetic algorithm [8] and ant colony algorithm [9] are adopted to solve Examples1-2; the solution is shown in Table 3 -4. In Table 3 , although the ant colony algorithm [6] convergence is very good, the algorithm running time is too long. From the point of view that the best solution can be obtained, the convergence is good and the system time is less, the particle swarm optimization algorithm is better.
Genetic algorithm
Simulated annealing Ant colony [9] Optimum solution （0,2,0,0,1|0,2,0,0,0|0,0,0,0,4） （0,0,1,1,1|0,1,1,1,0|1,0,1,0,0） （0,1,0,2,0|1,0,1,0,0|0,0,0,0,5） 
Conclusion
For three-state devices S-P network reliability redundancy allocation problem (RAP), when the components of the system are more complex, or the number of subsystems is more, the particle swarm optimization algorithm in convergence performance (convergence curve) is very good and is less in the execution time of algorithm.
